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1. Introduction and main result
A subgroup A of a group G is said to be permutable if AX = XA for all subgroups X
of G. Clearly this is equivalent to the product AX being a subgroup. Many properties
of permutable subgroups are known. For example, a permutable subgroup of a finite
group is always subnormal [7] and of an arbitrary group is always ascendant ([10,
Theorem A]).
Since permutability is preserved by homomorphisms, the structure of A modulo
its core AG is of particular interest. In finite groups G, the quotient A/Ac is always
nilpotent [5]. The first non-abelian example was given by Thompson in [13]. It had
class 2. Then examples of arbitrary class appeared in [2] and [11]. These were all
metabelian. Further examples of arbitrary derived length were constructed in [12]. In
all these cases the group was a p -group of the form
(1)

G = AC,

where C is cyclic. Following on from [12], Berger and Gross in [1] constructed
universal examples (depending on p and |C|) in which every group of the form (1)
embeds [1].
© 2001 Australian Mathematical Society 0263-6115/2001 SA2.00 + 0.00
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[2]

As a consequence of the subnormality of a permutable subgroup A of afinitegroup
G and the nilpotency of A/AG, we see from Fitting's Theorem that AG/AG is always
nilpotent (where AG is the normal closure of A in G). Assume for simplicity of
notation that A G = 1. Clearly the class of A G will be at least that of A. But even when
A is abelian, the class of A G can be arbitrarily large. For, let p be an odd prime and n
a positive integer. Consider a cyclic group A of order p" acting faithfully on a cyclic
group of order pn+l and form the natural semidirect product G. Then every subgroup
of G is permutable ([4, Satz 15]). Also AG = 1 and AG has order p2n and class n. Of
course here G is metacyclic. Therefore, writing d(G) for the derived length of G, the
following question is of interest:
When is d(AG) bounded in terms ofd(A)l
The purpose of this work is to prove that this is in fact the case when A is cyclic.
Moreover it is not necessary to assume that A is core-free.
Our argument quickly reduces to the case when G is a p-group. When p =2, most
of our preliminary results for p -groups fail to hold and this case requires a considerable
amount of additional analysis. Therefore it is more convenient and appropriate to deal
with the p — 2 situation elsewhere. Thus our objective is to prove the following
result.
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a cyclic permutable subgroup of afinitegroup G. If A has
odd order, then
(1) [A, G] is abelian;
(2) A acts by conjugation on [A, G] as a group of power automorphisms; and
(3) A G is abelian-by-cyclic.
Since AG = A[A, G], (iii) is an immediate consequence of (i). Our interest in the
structure of AG was stimulated by a conjecture of Busetto. Busetto conjectures that
the normal closure of a cyclic permutable subgroup of a finite p -group (p odd) is a
modular group (it has a modular subgroup lattice). It follows from Theorem 1.1 and
[9, Theorem 2.3.1] that in a finite group the normal closure of a cyclic permutable
subgroup of odd order is a modular group, giving a positive answer to Busetto's
conjecture as a special case. We are grateful to Professor Busetto for communicating
his conjecture to us.
2. Further results and proofs
We begin by showing that the proof of Theorem 1.1 reduces to the case when G is
a p -group. Thus we assume, for the moment, the truth of:

[3]
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THEOREM 2.1. Let p be an odd prime and let A be a cyclic permutable subgroup
of thefinitep-group G. Then
(i) [A, G] is abelian; and
(ii) A acts on [A, G] as a group ofpower automorphisms.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Let G be afinitegroup with a cyclic permutable subgroup
A of odd order and let P be the Sylow p -subgroup of A. Then P is permutable in G, by
[9, Lemma 5.2.11]. Also P is subnormal in G (by([7]) and therefore Pc = P[P, G]
is a p-group. All the elements in G, of order relatively prime to p, normalise P. Let
Gp be any Sylow p -subgroup of G. Thus P < Gp. We claim that

(2)

[P, G] is abelian and P acts on it as a group ofpower automorphisms.

For, if P < G, then (2) is trivially true. So suppose that Pc < P. By [6], P/PG lies
in the hypercentre of G/PG. Therefore elements in G, of order relatively prime to p,
centralise P/PG and hence also centralise P. In this case [P, G] = [P, Gp]. Thus
(2) follows from Theorem 2.1.
Since A is subnormal in G, A G = A [A, G] is nilpotent of odd order. Therefore if
A = Pi x • • • x Ps is the decomposition of A into its primary components, we have

Thus [A, G] is abelian, by (2). Finally, again let P = (x) be any one of the P,
corresponding to the prime p. Then
(3)

P acts as a group of power automorphisms on [A, G].

For, write any element of [A, G] in the form uv, with u a p-element and v a
p'-element. So u e [P, G] and ux = «", by (2). Also vx = v. Let |w| = p", \v\ = m.
Then (p,m) = 1 and there are integers k and / such that
n~l=kp" + Im.
Putr = n — kp". Thus(Mu)v = u"vand(uv)r = urvr = u"v. Therefore P normalises
every cyclic subgroup of [A, G] and so acts as a group of power automorphisms. Hence
Now we may restrict our attention to finite p-groups, where p is an odd prime.
Thus let A = (a) be a cyclic permutable subgroup of the finite p-group G. It turns
out that every element of [A. G] has the form [a, g], for some g in G. The situation
when A has order p is well understood.
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[4]

LEMMA 2.2. Let A = (a) be a permutable subgroup of prime order p in the finite
p-group G. Then [A, G] < Z(G), the centre of G, and each element of [A, G] has
the form [a, g], for some g in G.
PROOF. If A <] G, then A < Z(G) and the result is trivial. Therefore suppose that
A is not normal in G. By [9, Theorem 5.2.9 (c)], A < Z2(G), the second centre of G.
Thus [A, G] < Z(G). Therefore, for any integer i and element g in G,

and it follows that each element of [A, G] has the required form.

•

We recall the elementary properties of finite p -groups that are the product of two
cyclic subgroups.
LEMMA 2.3. Let p be an odd prime and let G = AX be a finite p-group, where
A = (a) and X = (x) are cyclic subgroups. Then
(i) G is metacyclic;
(ii) every subgroup of G is permutable;
(iii) G' = ([a,x]);
(iv) for each integer i, ([a',x]) = ( [ a , * 1 ] ) = ([a, x]'); and
(v) every element of G' has the form [a, g],for some g in X.

(i) and (ii) are, respectively, Hauptsatz I and Satz 15 in [4].
(iii) Let N = {[a, x]). Then N < G' and N < G, by (i). Since G/N is abelian, we
must have N — G'.
(iv) We may assume, without loss of generality, that i > 1. Let p' be the highest
power of p dividing i. So {ap') — (a'} and, by (ii) and (iii),
PROOF,

Also ([a, x]'} — {[a, x]p'). Thus, from the symmetry of A and X, we may assume that
i = p'. Then, by induction on t, it suffices to establish the case t = 1. Modulo Np, N
is central in G and so {[ap, x]) < ([a, x]p). Conversely, factoring G by ([ap, x]), ap
becomes central. By (i), there is a normal cyclic subgroup K of G with G/K cyclic.
Then we may assume that N < K. But a induces an automorphism of order at most
p in K and therefore a must centralise N. Thus modulo {[ap, x]}, [a,x]p = 1, and
so {[a, x]p) < ([ap,x]). Using symmetry, (iv) follows.
(v) This is clear if \G'\ = p, for then G' < Z(G). Thus suppose that \G'\ = p",
n > 2, and proceed by induction on \G'\. We see that [a, xp" '] has order p and lies
in Z(G). By induction, each element of [A, G] has the form
[a,gl][a,xpn~']',

[5]
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for some g{ belonging to X and some integer i. But this product of commutators
equals [a, x'p"~'g\] and (v) follows.
D
Another special case can easily be proved.
LEMMA 2.4. Let A = (a) be a cyclic permutable subgroup of the finite p-group G,
where p is an odd prime. Suppose that AH [A, G] — 1. Then every element of \A, G]
has the form [a, g],for some g in G.
PROOF. We proceed by induction on \G\. If A <G, then [A,G] = 1. Therefore
we may suppose that A\ — Ac < A.
Let A 2 be the unique subgroup of A with \A2 : Ax\ = p. Then A2 is permutable in
G and, by Lemma 2.2,

Hence [A2, G, G] < A, n[A, G] = 1, and so [A2, G] < Z(G). Since [A2, G] ^ 1,
it follows from Lemma 2.3 that there is an element g in G such that
[a, g] is a non-trivial central element of G.
Let N = ([a, g]). By induction, every element of [A, G] has the form [a, g{]
modulo N, for some g\ in G. Therefore every element of [A, G] has the form

as required.

•

The above result can fail when p = 2. For example, let A be the cyclic
subgroup of order 8 in the dihedral group of order 16. Then all the elements [a, g] are
either trivial or of order 4.
REMARK.

Theorem 2.1 will follow from our next result.
THEOREM 2.5. Let A = (a) be a cyclic permutable subgroup of the finite p-group
G, where p is an odd prime. Then each element of [A, G] has the form [a, g], for
some g in G.
PROOF. Suppose that the Theorem is false and let G be a minimal counter-example.
We also choose A of smallest possible order. By Lemma 2.2, |A| > p2. Therefore,
since Ap is permutable in G, each element of [A'', G] has the form [ap, g]. Now we
may assume that

(4)

[A", G] = 1.
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[6]

For, if [Ap, G] ^ 1, then let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in
[Ap, G]. Thus N < Z{G) and, by Lemma 2.3, each element of N has the form
[a, g\], for some g\ in G. Also each element of [A, G] has the form [a, g2], modulo
N, for some g2 in G. Therefore each element of [A, G] can be written as
[a,g2\[a,g\] = [a,g\g2]
as required. Thus we may assume that (4) holds.
By Lemma 2.2, [A, G, G] <AP. Therefore [A, G] < Z2{G) n G', and so [A, G]
is abelian (see [8, 5.1.11 (iii)]). Then, by Lemma 2.3, [A, G] is elementary abelian.
Let \A\ = p" and write At for the subgroup of index p' in A, 1 < i < n. By
Lemma 2.4, we must have A n [A, G] = An_i of order p. Thus
[A,G,G] <Apn[A,G]

= An^.

If [A, G] < Z(G), then the Theorem will be true. So we may assume that
(5)

[A,G,G] = An^ = {b),

say. It follows that there are elements g, h in G such that [a, g, h] — b. Thus[a, gh] =
[a, h][a, g]b and hence b = [a, g]~'[a, /t]"'[a, gh]. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, there
are elements u, v, w in G such that
(6)

b = [a, u][a, v][a, w].

From (5) we have
(7)

[a, «]" = b'[a, II],

some 0 < i < p — 1; and of course we have
(8)

[a, uv] = [a, v][a, u]v.

Since [A, G] is abelian, (6), (7) and (8) give [a, uv] = [a, v]bl[a, u] = bi+1[a, w]~[.
Hence bi+l = [a, uv][a, w]. Butb e Ap < Z(G) and [a, uv] has order at most p and
lies in the centre of (a, uv), by Lemma 2.3. It follows that uv centralises [a, w] and
so b'+l = [a, wuv]. If / ^ p — 1, then b has the form [a, g], and since the theorem
holds for G/{b), it will then also hold for G. Therefore i = p — I.
Now (7) becomes
(9)

[a,u]v = b-l[a,u].

Again [a, v] has order < p and is centralised by v. Thus from (8) we obtain
[a, uv, v'1] = [a, uv]~l[a, v][a, u] = b',

[7]

0 < ; <p-l,by
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(5). Therefore, by (6),
b = y[a, uv][a, w] — b'la, uvw],

since w commutes with b and [a, w] and hence with [a, uv]. Since b cannot have the
form [a, g], we must have
7=1

and

[a, uvw] = 1.

Finally, since the factors of (6) can be permuted arbitrarily, analogous to (9) we get
[a, u]w = Zr'[a, u]. Hence
[a,ur

(b-l[a,u]r=b-2[a,u].

=

Therefore 1 = [a, uvw] = [a, vw]b~2[a, u] and so
b2 = [a, vw][a, u] = [a, uvw] = 1.
This contradiction proves the theorem.

•

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. We have A = (a), a cyclic permutable subgroup of the
finite p -group G, where p is an odd prime. For each element g in G, it follows from
Lemma 2.3 that ([a, g]) is normalised by A. Therefore, by Theorem 2.5, A normalises
every subgroup of [A, G]. Thus AG = A[A, G] also normalises every subgroup of
[A, G] and hence every subgroup of [A, G] is normal. Then [A, G] is a Hamiltonian
group of odd order, that is, [A, G] is abelian. Clearly A acts on [A, G] as a group of
universal power automorphisms, since [A, G] is abelian, by [3].
•
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